A proviral role for CpG in cytomegalovirus infection.
TLR9-dependent signaling in plasmacytoid dendritic cells is a key contributor to innate immune defense to mouse CMV infection. We aimed to study the expression and potential contribution of TLR9 signaling in human CMV (HCMV) infection of primary fibroblasts. HCMV infection strongly induced TLR9 expression in two of three fibroblast types tested. Furthermore, the TLR9 ligand CpG-B induced a strong proviral effect when added shortly after HCMV infection, enhancing virus production and cell viability. However, not all CpG classes displayed proviral activity, and this correlated with their IFN-beta-inducing ability. The proviral effect of CpG-B correlated completely with concurrent viral up-regulation of TLR9 in fibroblasts. Importantly, the timing of CpG addition was a critical parameter; in striking contrast to the proviral effect, CpG addition at the time of infection blocked viral uptake and nearly abolished HCMV production. The contrasting and time-dependent effects of CpG on HCMV infectivity reveal a complex interplay between CpG, TLR9, and HCMV infection. Additionally, the data suggest a potentially harmful role for CpG in the promotion of HCMV infection.